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I. Introduction 

It is generally accepted that there are two main difficulties in 
constructing the theory of strong interactions. The first one is 
connected with the large quark-gluon coupling constant for a small 
momentum transfer. The second one concerns the quantization of non
Abelian infrared-diverging theories and the definition of the struc
ture of their physical vacuum. In /l, 2/ there was perceived one more 
problem in establishing a theory of hadrons. It consists in the non
understanding of the principles for constructing an S-matrix in which 
the asymptotic states are bound states. 

In describing the atomic spectra in QED one explicitly supposes 
an advantage of the Coulomb gauge and the time axis of quantization 
chosen in the atom rest frame. A change of the gau;e or of the quanti
zation axis affects the theoretical results /J, 4 , 1 which turn out to 
be invariant only with respect to simultaneous gauge and relativistic 
transformations ll, 5/ • 

In/5, 6/ there was proposed a minimal quant~zation method for gauge 
theories based on an explicit solution of the constraints. It gives a 
motivation for the technique of describing bound states in QED and 
leads to an unambiguous construction of the relativistic S-matrix for 
bound states /ll. The principles for the construction of such an S
matrix are the explicit solution of the Gauss equation for the gauge 
field time component A0 • (A•"f) as well as the choice of the quanti
zation axis "lr- parallel to the differentiation operator f:br the 
total coordinate of the bound state. An extension of these quantiza-
tion principles to QCD with increasing potential was suggested in 
121. Such a potential occurs naturally in the lowest perturbation 
order if one takes the non-norma~izable solution of the Gauss 
equation. 

The relativistic generalization of the potential approach con
sists in changing the "direction" of the Coulomb field so that it 
moves together with the particles whose bound states it forms. This 
is achieved by transforming the nonrelativistic Bethe-Salpeter kernel 
into a relativistic one according to 

K(xJ=fo·fo Vlx)o(t,) ~ K11 (x.l.lx•) • t"· t"~' V(x.l.) o(lxql) 
~ 
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with 

'( ~ • 'Y[ J'4 .1( , X~ = 'I'[ t<- (X ~ ) , )(J. • X r- - X 
1 

and 'I'[ 
2 

• i . 
It is shown in / 2/ that the low-energy limit of bound state interac
tion corresponds to a localization of the bound state wave functions 
with respect to the relative coordinate, and that such a localiza
tion is equivalent (for the properties of the solutions of the 
Bethe-Salpeter equation) to a localization of the increasing poten
tial. Therefore, in the low-energy limit the latter is replaced by a 
4-quark Nambu - Jona - Lasinio potential /7/ with definite dependence 
on the vector '1, t<- : 

I< {x); _t t 11 6'+(x) r•~- ..1_ -.1 tlf(x}~ 
f'l' 1 I} t'-'Z. Tl '.( , 

(I) 

where /"'- is a parameter which is fixed by the masses of the low
lying resonances. 

This paper is devoted to the investigation of the Nambu - Jona -
Lasinio model of the type (I). Thereby the diff,rence to other modern 
treatments of the Nambu - Jona - Lasinio model a,gf lies not only 
in the matrix structure (1) but also in an exact calculation of the 
energy dependence in order to investigate the reasons for the appea
rance of tachions in the QCD low-P.n".,.!!Y PY!'An"1nn /lO/ . ll'n ... th<>,..,n.,."; 

the P-A, V-T, and S-V mixings have been exactly taken into account. 
They occur automatically by solving the Bethe - Salpeter equation 
with the help of projection operators on the particle and antiparticle 
states. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect.2 we define our model 
and solve the corresponding Bethe - Salpeter equation. The mass 
spectrum for the low-lying mesons is discussed in Sect.J. This is 
followed in Sect.4 by the determination of the Pion decay constant. 
Sect.5 contains the conclusion. Some of the details concerning the 
rewriting of the Bethe - Salpeter equation by means of projection 
operators and the normalization of the Bethe - Salpeter wave 
function are shifted to the Appendix. 

2. Bethe - Salpeter equation and ita solution 

Let us consider the action 121 

S "'Sfree + Sint 
with 

2 

(2) 

II 

S-rree • ~ !r !d,.x [rl'r:~ii(l{)t 111 -t )d'tyG111~(x-yl4>r~(y)fi 111/y-x)}4>jJx) (3) 

and 00 

Sint "' iNc lY ~ Hln+fn·1 (G ·~)" 
n•l "' • 

(4) 

Here the following notations have been introduced. The meson field 
is given by z. 

Nf-1 

~··; r 
'J Q.•t 

a 
-~.!i cp'' 

1. ' 

where ~~ are the Gell-Mann matrices satisfying 

tr (A .. " .. > - z oq" 
and Nr denotes the number of flavours, Nc is the colour number. 
G,.t means the Green function for a quark with constituent mass "'~ 

(i~-rr'i)Gm,= 61t(x-y). 

Furthermore the short-hand notation 

lr (G111 ·~)" = br }d\d''xz ..• d•x., Gmi
1
(Xn·x.HPi

1
i/X1)>< 

/"' I ~ ..1. # 

~ q ~~'~r t x4- Xtl 'PI r \Xzl 
1 z 3 G"'. (Xn·f- X11} ~i,.i1 (X11) 

·~ has been used. 
The Schwinger - Dyson equation corresponding to the action (2)-

(4) reads l 
1 s~~ 

lhi =mol + !f'\2. (2t)3 J iz+mi 

with lr1 0 t as the bare quark mass and l -
parameter. Performing the integral leads to 

8Jf2fLz.. tnt ( (! _ ltl~ tr, ZL ) 
l'tlt -mot 1 trl~ • 

the ultraviolet cut-off 

(5) 

This relation linking the parameters J4 and L. with the masses n'lj 

and Mot will be of importance in our further considerations. 
We will calculate the bound state masses with the help of the 

Bethe - Salpeter equation in the ladder approximation/12/ • For 
further purpoaerwe need the plane wave expansion of the bound state 
field 121: 

• 
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ct>txJ = I J d3 y _1 [ e i.Pitx a.+ (.P) rH(J>) 
H (Zrr )~12 V l r.JH 11 

~ e-ilHx 0 - (.F)f""(J3)] 
11 ' 

whe1·e 

(,JH = JM~ i-f2 

is the bound state energy and 

PH,. ( ~H, p) 
the total momentum. On the other hand the Fourier transform of ~(~) 
is given by the relation 

¢fx) = J rJ'~P (/> (:P)e i :Px 
(lTt)~ -

Then the Bethe- Salpeter equation for the wave function rH 
the form (of. appendix) 

~zrH(:PH)= i JA:L ! 11 G (k+J>")rH{~)G (K-Ytt)t"J4 
1 lln::)lt I" -m1 2 .. m1 2 

with the quark propagator 

1 G (p) = - ~ 
.-rn· ><-m·+-IE-

\ .,. ' 

(6) 

has 

(7) 

Using standard methods Ill/ this equation for the 16-component 
spinor fH decouples into equations for lower-component spinors 
(for more details look to appendix). It can be solved by means of 
the decomposition 

rH_ rll JH rH 
- 1 + MH 2 , 

r; = 115.( + fs ~ + o-1'-- J't1)" r~ )Vf + fs(t~- PH~M~~ )A~' 
M" " 

i. = 1, 2 • 

Now to study the meson mass spectrum it is enough to consider 
the bound states at rest, J> s 0, In this case.one has 

" 

r 

r H = r ~ + #o r ~ , (a) 

r; = rs L~ + t'L; + rr L;L + rtA L~i ' i= 1,2' i = 1,2)3) 

where t S = 1l, f' p: fs > t ~,. f(. 1 rt •( fS J and the Be the- Sal peter 

equation (7) decouples into four sets of two algebraic equations 
for the quantities L! and L~ : 

{ 

z.Lr=CILI+Btll 
f 1 1 z ' 

1 Lr _ DI Lt + BI L I 1-' 1.- z 11 

(g) 

I= S, P, V, A 

( L ~ : L ~ t Jot I= v, A , i = i, z , 3 ). 

The expressions for the coefficients p,t ' cr, and D1 are given 
in Table 1. There are employed the following short-hand notations: 

Table 1. Coefficients &1 , Ct, and D1 in the system of equations 
(9) for I=S 1 P1 V,A 

_J_!--~--l----~-1 ------+---___!)_I __ _ 
S I Mit A IM 11) I (m1-rnl.) A(M11) + ~ I (m1-mz> A (Mw> 
p 

v 
A 

M11 'F ( Mlfl \ m1 + m,) F( Mt~) + p ( m1 t m1) F 01 11) 

MH F(MH) (m1+ tn1) F(MHl ... 2. r->13 ( mi + m2) F ( M11l + fV 3 

MIIA(M .. ) lm1 -m1) A(M 11)+ 2f.>/3 (m1-mt) A<M 11hl3/3 
------------ -------

A(MH) = m1 CX. 1(MH)- m20f..2(M11l, 

F(M 11 )"" m1 o<.1 (Mttl+ m1~1 (Mij), 

where 0( 11 o<..
21 

•and j3 denote the integrals 

1 SL d1K 1 1 
~1 (MH) = 2 (2"()3 f -IE_+_E-)2---M-2-+-i£-

1 1 2 II 

( «t is obtained from o< 
1 

by interchanging the indices 1 and 2), 
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2 

L c:(~K (.i +i) k z 
j?>(tv\H) = J (2tt)l E1 Ez (f1.-Et)1.- Mit+ tE 

with 
I ""z. z • i Ei=~k. +mt, t= ,2.. 

~ can be expressed by means of o<.1 and 01.. 2. : 

R ( MH) = tl ( Z- mo1 - !!!a) + [ ( M z -3 mz- mz.) ()(... (1'1~) 
I" 2 m1 mz H 1 2 1 

+(M~-3tn~-rn:)D~-2 (Mlt)]/2. 
The system (9)"of homogeneous algebraic equations obeys an 

unambiguous solution if 

(cr-,.l)(Dr-,...z)- (tt)z=O. (IO) 

In general, S1 , cz, and 1>1 are complex quantities. To detennine 
the mass spectrum it is, nevertheless, sufficient to concentrate 
instead of (IO) upon the equation for the ansolute value: 

1 c1 -t---z.IIDr-t<-z.l- lsrt"z::o. 
\.lV 

J, Mass spectrum for low-lying mesons 

In this paper we want to restrict ourselves to the calculation 
of the masses for the low-lying mesons, i.e. we consider the case of 
equal quark masses 

m1 =m.t• m 
with 

tn 2/ I! << 1 . 
Then the integral o<

1
,. o< z.: Ol can be easily calculated yielding 

odMit) • _1_ (itt lL - z 1tz IJrl"Cto. 'Z.- tit.) ~ > 0 
. 1G1r2 m 6 

; ' 
(12a) 

ot. (Mtt) = _1 [in 2L 
16~2 lr) 

.11 1-t'z(, ~+1~14/z.- Z1ti)] ?-<0 
Z. z ......, 1 - I ~ 11'2 ' ' 

(12b) 

6 

II 

where 
Z= 4-m 21M! -1. 

With the help of (12) and (5) one obtains from (11) the masses for 
the 1C, o, j, and a.1 mesons. 

In the case of the ;t:- meson. we suppose M:< tm2 and according 
to (12~) there occur no complexities. The corresponding mass rela
tion reads 

M,l =2 more·-3rnzt,2.L +2mZ]/(.tn2L -1) (lJ) 
h1 m m • 

It is to be seen that the pion appears as Goldstone particle 
( M-.:. = 0 for m, • 0 ), and thus our theory includes spontaneous 
breakdown of chiral symmetry. Taking Ml: :::. 140 MeV and m :o Jl5 MeV 
as input parameters relation (lJ) is used to obtain values for the 
cut-off parameter L in dependence on the bare quark mass m 

0 
*l. 

The result is given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Dependence of the cut-off parameter L on the bare 
quark mass m0 for M( =140 MeV and m=Jl5 Mev 

--~--~:::~--t--16~2~~--·~-~~!~--t--~~~----t- 7:;------
_______ .J_ ____ __l _____ __j_ _______ _L ____ L ____ _ 

For the remaining masses we suppose the condition 'tmZ ~ M: 
to be fulfilled. Like it follows from (12b), 0<. contains an imagi
nary part. So the equation for the tj - meson mass is g1 ven by 

M2 = JC'(M~)-~z.IID'l(M~)-~~1 
g 't-m2 1 o< (M!)Il 

(14) 

Concerning the determination of M,. and 1>1 0 , let us begin with some 
remarks. For equal constituent quark masses there is no s-V mixing 
because of ''""' n'". 0 • Therefore for r: 1:5" the system (9) reduces 
to only one equation. Owing to l> '"• ,. 0 it decouples for I., 4 1 
into two independept equatio:Qs • To obtain a consistent solution 
for the eigenvalue M-.

1 
we have to set L •1• = 0 • Then the mass rela

tions for M6 and Ma, are of the common fonn 

Mi .. lt-m 1 ~e ct. (Mtl-1-t [ lt ~z. - ( Mt -ltm2 )1. (lm ~ (Mr))~l .y.z' (l5) 

~~riving (lJ) we have already taken into account the 
relation 111 ~< ltm z. • 

7 



with I" G' t '1. 1 and 

{ 
1 for r .. ~' 

lt • 9/lf for l• Q.1 • 

The results of the calculations of M~, Mi, and Ma.
1 

are pre
sented in the Figure. Taking again Mit' =140 MeV and tn = Jl5 MeV 

~ 
6 

::1: 
~ 

1200 

800 

MG 

the best fit is obtained for 
L=lJ50 MeV. It corresponds to 

111,=2.6 MeV and yields K6 = 
= 640 MeV, Mq=770 MeV, and 

Ma.1= 1140 MeV. Furthermore, the 
equation for Hr has no 
any solution if lrf#• lfm". 
So M1 is restricted from below 
by M9= 2m = 6JO MeV what corres
ponds to l = 1494 MeV, This fixes 
the value M41 = 1225 MeV as upper 
limit for the axial-vector meson 
mass. 

600 
1200 1400 1600 

4, Determination of the Pion 
decay. constant 

Fig. 

where 

and 

I fl A.-.\1' 
~ ,,., ... y I 

Masses of the 6 , i', 
l)lld Ct.1 m~sons according to 
~14) and ll5) in dependence 
on the cut-off parameter L • 

accora1ng ~o (~) ~he ~~ne-
Salpeter wave function for the 
pseudoscalar vector with the 
pion at rest, Ylt /" • ( Mw;, 0) , 
is given by 'f,L~ + t0 r,L~. 
The corresponding Bethe - Salpeter 
equation has the form 

~Nc tf L~ = c'1 (M~~:)l~ + ~·w(~)L;, 

~N 1 Ltt c D''(M )L~+Pi''!M lL't 
~f4' 2. I t ~ 11 

B'l- (Hr.>= Z m~ 1(M1t) M.,.., 

c•1t (MJ • 't- Nc tl ( 1- :o) + ~1 (M") M~, 

D'lt ( Mw:} = 'tm 2 ;)t z ( frf~,) 

8 

I 

) 

l 

1t
1 (Mr.l • LtNc ex {Mr.). 

Here as difference to (9) we have included the constant factors He 
and «-r 'f •it-. 

The Pion decay constant is defined by the axial-vector coupling 
in the second term of the action (J) which we denote by She 2. • The 
corresponding pseudoscalar part reads 

st (M )=.it-r. [c"r.(M l(L~)z.+D'r.(M )(L-r.J2 ZB'~(M )'Jtl'(l ~ee 2 l. 2 ll 'It 1 t; 2. + 1t Lf tl6) 

This representation follows immediately from the equationt(A5)-(A7) 
of the appendix. So the term of interest is 

B''l.lu '.L. Lr L'lt 1 "f:.TM 1t+ 
n1t1 11JL 1 l. - mae lt 1t Ll 

yielding 
F. =' m ~ 1 L Jt+ 

T. 1 

To calculate F~ the normalization of the Pion wave function 
1"5 L~~ is required. It follC7Ns from the normalization condition 
(A 7) for the lower-component Bethe - Salpeter wave functions which 
-rn-r thP l'IRPul'in~l"!::a1~T" ~P~tn"T" 1 ~ g1vP.n hv - -

with 11t•/il. 

; : P. s ~ c rlt) 1 _ z 1 
r. '(. r~- M~ 

Then, with the help of (16) we obtain the normalization condition only 
for the Pion wave function: 

y-z. {L'\~) z. = 1 
with 

x-2. = _t _ _Q_ c·~, Pit> I = 
z.pl: oJ>"l. :p~ ... ~lt 

t Nc m1 
( •ftz 1 -4/Z 1 ) ae +-- -- ~ Od'Ct.qi! --

21::. z M~ 4 ui ' 
so that 

and finally 

lt+ J( L 1 • 

~- 'fm 2/H1 -1 ~ 1 

F~ = m ~ z .!( • ltmffN, o< (Mit). 

With o<(M~) given by (12a) and Nc =J we recieve for m=Jl5 MeV and 
L =1J50 MeV as nwnerical value 

F'll:' = 93 MeV, 
for some more values see Table J, 

9 



Table J, Dependence of the Pion decay constant on the cut-off 
parameter 1.. for Ml. =140 MeV, rh =.315 MeV and Nc =J 

____ C~eV~±-~oo rrooj-~~~~-tl400 t 1500 11.6oo __ _ 
(MeV) 80,0 84,1 88,2 91.5 94.5 97.2 99.? 

------- --- - ---- -- -- -
5. Conclusion 

Within the Bethe - Salpeter approach for a QCD-motivated 
Nambu - Jona - Lasinio model we determined the masses for the low
lying mesons, Thereby, in contrary to the usual procedure we did not 

expand in energy, So our results (12) for ot(Mr) are exact in the 
limit mz..oe:.< e· yielding an imaginary part in the case q.,z....:. M~ , 
i.e, for the ~, ~, and ~1 mesons,In our treatment no tachions/10/ 

appear at least in the Pion sector, Furthermore, we want to stress 
that within our approach all mixings have been taken into account 
from the very beginning by using an adequate decomposition of the 
Bethe - Salpeter wave function, For equal quark masses the S-V mixing 
disappears, and we have the P-A and V-T mixings in the form 

••• ..IJ..'t.. ..._ ........ 

L I = _,I L I 
2. " 1 ' 

I= r,v 

li· 
r ~ ~t 

C '*,. Dr -r-t 1 

The obtained results are in good agreement with experiment, 
Concerning the a 1 mass they support the last data.For the best over
all fit (L=lJ50 MeV) the mass M~1 is given by 1140 MeV and it is 
generally restricted from above by 1225 MeV, Furthermore, we have 
calculated the Pion decay constant. For the cut-off parwneter with 
the value L=lJ50 MeV we obtained Fe = 93 MeV. 

Appendix 

1. Bethe - Salpeter equation with the help of projection operators 
on particle and antiparticle bound states 

The Bethe - Salpeter equation for bound states in the ladder 
approximation corresponding to the action (2)-(4) is in momentum 
space represented by 

Q>CJ>) = .! c ~ t• G {~· ~ HP CP) G (k-!) r•~~ (A 1) 
,_ ~1 J (Zit),. >~ -"'1 2. - "'"'z. :t. ' 

10 

where ]II" denotes the total bound state momentum, Now let 
us introduce the Bethe - Salpeter wave function rW which is con
nected with the field ~ by the relation 

4>tJ>)= Jol"1\ G-"'1 ~k·2z.}rH(J>JG:!_(IC-~). 
... (2:.::)... "' 1 ,., ..... 

Inserting this expression for ! into (A 1) we receive .the Bethe 
Salpeter equation for the wave function rH , formula (7), 

To obtain equations for lower-component Bethe -Sal peter wave 
funutions it is necessary to define the projection operators for the 
two particles (a=l,2) /llf 

and 

with 

and 

A (~) ( K) = ( 1 t s -,: ~ ) 12 

A'~ o.} ( ~) = { 1 t S! to J I l 

St2-
a, -

ma. ± kt ft 
Ect. (t) 

tq,(~) = Jk2 + m~ 

By means of these operators the propagator 
ted in the following manner: 

G lk) can be represen-
,.. It! a. 

~ 

~mo..(~): ~.t. -Ktft-rnCL+it 

+ )t 
_ ~ ( A'~o.) t(J A'~o., lkJ 
- Oo + ~~ ·tq,(I(J-tit:._ ko-tEq, (KJ -it ) • 

(A 2) 

After inserting (A 2) into (7) and performing the integral over k 0 

with the help of the formulae 

ll 



+00 

5 d£ 1 = :!: 1Jtt 
_

00 
[Q.-e.!i5J[b ... £.ti6] atbtt6' 

.. j)O 

~ Qf: 1_ = 0 
-oo [a.-e..tiollb~£+i5] 

. ... 
one obtains (for :Ptt •lM~t 1 0) ) 

r-t.rlltM")"' ~ f a~k ( A1!1lk) rlt(M"\ A ~
21

tkJ 
(2-Jt) tT(rJ-Mtt-it (A J) 

+ 
,\'~ tk'J rH (MHl A~~ (K) ) 

Erlt) + M"-i£. ' 

where 
~ ~ .... 

E~ Od = E ~ ! I< \ + E:!! 1<. ) _ 

Using the expressions for the projection operators this equation 

can be rewritten in the form 

f2. rH(M")- Jfd
1

K
1 

{ Er[s;2 torH(MH)foS;
2

- rHtMH)] 
lit) 

+ lMil [ r~M.,) t;, s ;2
- s;l Oo rH{Mtf}] l 

. {K~-f~d€r 1 • 

Now by inserting into this representation for the Bethe - Salpeter 
wave function the decomposition (a) one receives after some algebra 

the system (9). 

12 

2. Normalization of the Bethe - Salpeter wave function 

The 16-component Bethe - Salpeter wave function is normalized 
as :follows: 

z J rl'tP (rHl:P)/rH(:P)( Po-Mtf)MH= 1. CA4) 
11 (ZJ:)~ . 

Here ~0 denotes the bound state energy. As one can see from (A 4) 
a normalization is possible only beyond 1 = 0, To derive a norma
lization condition for the lower-component Bethe - Salpeter wave 
functions we consider the action (J) and make an expansion ar~und 
s~all values ( 1.- Mw ), Let us concentrate upon the term 

S~ =-l~trJd•P d"l\ t 11 G (;+k)cP('P)G (1-k)T1J~(P) 
nee2 2 (zd• (zd• " ... "'t ... ,., ... m, 2 ... ' 

which is obtained from t~e second part of the action (J) by means 
of the Fourier transform (6). Using (A 2) it can be rewritten 
analogously to (A J) in the following manner: 

S • _ Mr.trfti~P (~ ( A.tiJrli(JJA'_(~l ... AJ(Jfli(J>)A:rKJjr(J) (A 5) 

1ret2 2 ltltt)"J l2w:l3 ErCitl-W-t! Er!KI+JPi -it • 

Now we expand the dominators in (A 5) around ( ro-M .. ). Then, 

by taking into account 
Jp~ -M",. (Po-MH)+ ... 

and introducing the notation TH•(P.f the equation (A 5) turns into 

Slrrez ~- ~e ir- ~ ~:;~ ( 1- ( f,-MI1) :]>
11 
1 

. sn [ A.(~JrH(p),\_(t) + 

(lltY~ • E"rlkJ-lli-ir. 
AJiWH(~}A~(~) ]I . r(t>). 

E'r(K) + fH -iE l'H"Mtt 

Comparing this expression with (A 4) one recieves as normalization 
condition for the lower-component Bethe - Salpeter wave functionf 

13 



Nc _i _£_t,) d3k ( At(tJrHtJJ,((k) t- /l._(k) fH(Y)f.,(i) Jl r(J>)•1 
2 MH ~y" (2.tt>3 f;.ltJ-J>It-rt fT(t) ... J>"-ie Y.:M • 

It II(A 6) 

The integral in (A 6) is the same as in the Bethe - Salpeter equation 
(A J), so that one can use the results (9) on rewriting the Bethe -
Salpeter equation to obtain the normalization condition for the 
quantities L r in (8) explicitly. Finally, one gets 

.t 

2Nc Lk [bi(Y.)(Lr)z+CI(P.)(Lr)t+2P}(P.)LILIJj = 1 
M ), n il. II 2. " 1 H 1 2 l =M • 

It OJtj It H 
(A 7) 
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llepsymHH B.H. 
HusKosuepreTuqecKHA npep,en OunoKanbnoro Mesomroro 
narpaHliOtana Hs I<X..n 

PaccMaTpusaeTcJI nnsKosnepreTHQCCKlli'l npcp,en ypannenHR 
BeTe-ConnHTepa AnR KBapK-aiiTHKnapKosoro cn~tsannoro co
CTOJIUHR C penRTHBHCTCKHM JI)J,pOM, lloKasano, QTO STOT npep,en 
SKBHBaneHTeH nOKMH9aQHH. OOTeHQHMa, T,e, MOp,enH HaMOy
Qoua-nasHHO. Bes pasno~eHHR no suepruu BbNHCnReTCR cneKTp 
Mace HHSKOne~a~X Me90HOB C TOQHblM yqeTOM S-V, P-A H V-T 
CMemHBSHHA, llonyqeHHble pesynbTSTbl CpaBHHBSIOTCJI C SKCnepH
MeHTanbHMMH )J,SHHMMH, 

Pa5oTa BMnonneua 8 naOopaTopHH.TeopeT~eCKOA WHSHKH 
OKHH. 

DpenpiOIT 061.enHH81DfOI'O HHC111T)'T& R,llepHhiX HccneAOBBHHA. ,lly6Ha 1988 

Kalinovsky Yu.L., Kaschluhn L., 
Pervushin V.N. 
The Low-Energy Limit of a Bilocal Meson 
Lngranginn from QCD 

E2-88-487 

The low-energy limit of the Bcthe-Salpeter equation 
for qunrk-antiquark bound states with a relativistic ker
nel is considered. It is shown that this limit is equi
valent to a localization of the potential which becomes 
a special 4-quark Nambu-Jonn-Lasinio one. The mass spect-, 
rum of the low-lying mesons is calculated without expan
ding in energy. Thereby the S-V, P-A and V-T mixing& 
are taken into account exactly. Furthermore the Pion de
cay constant is determined. We received good agreement 

. with the experimental data. 
The investigation has been performed at the .Laborato

ry of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
Preprlnt of the Joint Inatltute for Nuclear Reaearch. Dubna 1988 
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